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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Seventy-Seventh Day: Thursday, March 15, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 774*-223-150-114—29%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #4 Eight Minute Ellie (3rd race)—7-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #3 Resistance Jak (2nd race)—9-2 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)KING BILI: Loves a one-turn mile setup; Irad controls the early pace  
(#1)AGUJERO: Impressed when turning back to 8-furlong trip; consistent 
(#4)FORTUNE COOKIE: Barn wins at 27% clip off claim; first try at 8F trip 
(#6)STRONGER: Split a similar field in last race despite an awkward start 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-4-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)RESISTANCE JAK: 1-paced 3rd on debut but drops; “bullet” in holster  
(#5)CHASE YOUR DREAMS: Second for a quarter when last seen on dirt 
(#2)MASTER RORY: Gap-free public work tab; sharp gate move on 2-17-18 
(#4)LIGHT BREEZE: Hooked a tough crew on debut; first-Lasix, hood “on” 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-2-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#4)EIGHT MINUTE ELLIE: Bay miss is the controlling speed; wire job play 
(#2)SWEET MAGIC: 2nd in only prior start for a tag; two-turns the x-factor 
(#5)MUCHACHA UNO: Shows up for a $45K tag off shelf; first-Lasix noted 
(#3)BLACKWYNN: Has improved of late around 1-turn; stretches out here 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-5-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)TOMATER GATOR: Well-spotted off the claim; riding 2-race win streak  
(#3)ROGUE PATRIOT: Creeps into the conditioned ranks; 2nd in 4 of last 5 
(#6)JAI BLUE: Tick cheap, in fine fettle; barn wins at a gaudy clip off claim 
(#4)PUERTORICAN STYLE: Perfect two-for-two for $12,500; steps up here 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-6-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)TEAK: Second behind a next-out winner in grass debut; saves ground  
(#4)SCRIBE: Pro debut effort for $50,000, stopped on; has speed & upside 
(#5)VAUGHAN: Length off the top choice in first start on GP weeds; tighter 
(#2)AMERICAN GURU: Jerkens Barn firing at 26% clip at tilt—well-bred 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-5-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)JAILHOUSE KITTEN: Bobbled at the start in last; just missed two back  
(#4)PAYNTER’S BOY: The dirt-to-turf, route-to-sprint angles are appealing 
(#8)CROWN TO THE GOLD: Rallied for $35K in last; placed in 5-of-6 on turf 
(#5)HEY HOWIE: Woke up on the drop; neck off Crown to the Gold last time 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-8-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#7)ZANDAR: Will be tighter in second off sidelines; 2nd start for Navarro 
(#8)SMALL FORTUNE: Has early speed to overcome 8-hole; fits for $16K 
(#5)STARSHIP MARS: Creeps up in class but likes the GP lawn; fires fresh 
(#1)BLACK JET: Back in for a tag; has been a long time between drinks 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-5-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)DURVEN: Fleet of foot filly has to put away Laniakea; hooks light crew  
(#3)PERFECT STATE: At her best in turf sprints; value on the tote board 
(#8)MISS AMERICAIN: Like the dirt-to-turf angle; gets in light, 3rd off shelf 
(#6)TIZWAR: In the money in last three 2-turn turf starts; may need a race 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-8-6 
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RACE NINE 
(#3)BLETCHLEY(GB): Group 3 placed at Ascot; sharp work tab, first-Lasix  
(#5)MAGICAL SKY: Impressive turn of foot vs. lesser foes in last; gets bet 
(#4)PAT M’S IMAGE: A shade cheap but has placed in 14-of-19 on GP turf 
(#1)TEMPLE FUR: Rounding into form off layoff; over a year since last win 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-4-1 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)IRON JOHNNY: Takes a significant drop; mild improvement with hood  
(#2)SPRING JOY: Sports a beautiful turf pedigree; never been in this cheap 
(#3)KID MAC COOL: Slight class drop on point; has speed, Castellano stays 
(#9)DEBDURITE: Beaten 3 lengths in turf debut; gets a 7-lb. weight break 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-3-9 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


